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The waste management company RSAG uses a variety of software solutions, including SAP and other industry-relevant
solutions, to record material flows, organise storage quantities and locations and to coordinate collection vehicle
deployments. However, before a central data warehouse was introduced, this data remained isolated in the individual
software systems. The data was not collected centrally in one place, so the monitoring of stock levels or material
flows could only be carried out at a great expense of time and effort. Each recycling yard and landfill site sent its data
individually to the central headquarters, where it was manually transferred to Excel for reporting.
Although SAP was already in use, RSAG deliberately decided against a purely SAP-based reporting solution and opted for
a data warehouse with interfaces for SAP: „We wanted to integrate our many data sources and create analyses and reports
based on them,“ says Jürgen Sluyterman, IT Manager. „After reviewing a number of market solutions, it was Pentaho that
really caught our eye. The Community Edition can be tested for free and the data processes can be implemented without
any problems. After completing the test phase, we started looking for a partner to implement our new solution.“

Consolidated database
In order to obtain a uniform, consolidated database, RSAG introduced a data warehouse based on Pentaho to which
the various data sources were connected. The data warehouse represents the company‘s central database and enables
analyses and reports of all kinds:

Data sources
SAP

TRAS



SAP ERP: Records work lists, time sheets for disposal department employees and hourly rates for vehicles
TRAS: Maps the material flows, the quantities of incoming and outgoing recyclable material and the cash
receipts at the cash desks of the recyclable material delivery points.
Various monitoring solutions for IT systems

Advantages
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The data is retrieved on an hourly basis, so the information status is always up-to-date.

Employees now have access to information that was previously difficult to access because it was stored in
different data silos. This makes simplified reporting possible for the first time.
In Pentaho, the information can be accessed either via the OLAP interface or automatically via reports, so is
easily accessible.
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With just a few mouse clicks, the solution enables running costs to be determined and compared with planned values,
e.g. determining the costs for the individual recyclable materials or journeys made by the collection vehicles. This has
significantly reduced the time required for creating reports and analyses.
The new reporting system automatically creates and sends reports to various recipient groups: the commercial sector
(responsible for commercial customers in trade and industry), the technical sector (management of material flows) as
well as the finance department and IT. Where the data previously came from the SAP system and had to be manually
entered into reports, Pentaho now merges this information and automatically creates reports from it. For the first time,
this gives RSAG a comprehensive overview of the quantities of recyclable materials handled, broken down into various
service keys from SAP.

Better monitoring and control
The RSAG can now better monitor and control its operational business by using these analyses and reporting functions.
Thanks to the central database, the company can reach informed conclusions on how the business is running and see
current developments in the business divisions with just a few mouse clicks, based on pre-qualified data, in real time.
For users, the advantages are obvious:
▶▶ A significantly reduced workload through the fully automated consolidation of all data in Pentaho: Reports are
created and sent automatically. The manual compilation and merging of data records from different systems in one
document is thus eliminated, as are the associated sources of error.
▶▶ The most important KPIs of the respective divisions are clearly presented. The manual preparation of data is no
longer necessary.
▶▶ And the intuitive web interface and high query speeds also allow non-IT savvy users to perform the analyses they
need.
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it-novum Profil

Leading in Business Open Source solutions and consulting
it-novum is the leading IT consultancy for Business Open Source in the German-speaking market. Founded in 2001 itnovum today is a subsidiary of the publicly-held KAP Beteiligungs-AG.
We operate with 85 employees from our main office in Fulda and branch offices in Düsseldorf, Dortmund, Vienna and
Zurich to serve large SME enterprises as well as big companies in the German-speaking markets.
it-novum is a certified SAP Business Partner and longtime accredited partner of a wide range of Open Source products.
We mainly focus on the integration of Open Source with Closed Source and the development of combined Open Source
solutions and platforms.
Due to the ISO 9001 certification it-novum belongs to one of the few Open Source specialists who can
prove the business suitability of their solutions, proven by international quality standards.

More than 15 years of Open Source project experience
―― Our portfolio contains a wide range of Open Source solutions within the applications and infrastructure area as well
as own product developments which are well-established in the market.
―― As an IT consulting company with a profound technical know-how within the Business Open Source area we
differentiate ourselves from the big solution providers’ standard offerings. Because our solutions are not only
scalable and flexible but also integrate seamlessly in your existing IT infrastructure.
―― We can assemle multidisciplinary project teams, consisting of engineers, consultants and business data processing
specialists. Thus we combine business know-how with technological excellence to build sustainable business processes.
―― Our target is to provide you with a high-quality level of consulting during all project phases – from the analysis and
conception up to the implementation and support.
―― As a decision-making basis prior to the project’s start we offer you a Proof-of-Concept. Through a real-case simulation and a developed prototype you can decide on a new software without taking any risks. Moreover, you benefit
from:
ии Security and predictability
ии Clear project methodology
ии Sensible calculation
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